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SI: Good evening, and welcome to tonight's event. Please fill out the top of the page titled “Score Sheet”.
This is a Question and Answer (Q&A) type car rallye, so please take your time and read everything given to
you carefully. There will be a rallye school at 7:00 p.m.; if you would like to find out more on how to run this
event, and we usually give one or two gimmicks away so attending is worth your time. There are no
gimmicks whatsoever on the above paragraph. END SI.
DEFINITIONS (any word not defined takes on its dictionary definition)
After: Beyond the indicated landmark.
At: As close to the indicated sign or landmark as possible.
Encounter: Drive upon.
INT: An intersection where exactly two differently named roadway names are posted.
Intersection: A meeting of roadways where you may proceed in more than one direction excluding a U.
L: A turn to the left.
Number: One or more digits, set off by spaces.
Opp: An opportunity to turn.
ORI: Optional Route Instruction.
R: A turn to the right.
S: Continue straight through an intersection.
See: Observe within 150 feet at an INT.
Signal: An INT with at least one multicolored electric traffic control device.
Stop: An eight sided red & white sign which controls your progress on the route.
T: An intersection where two roadways meet to form the capital letter T, approached up the stem.
Turn: A change in your direction of travel of approximately 90 degrees at an intersection.
U: A 180 degree change in your direction of travel.
ROUTE – All roadways used will be paved and public. Continue as straight as possible unless instructed
otherwise. We have been informed some rallyeists have been speeding and improperly using a spotlight, so
you are to assume that The Rallye Club turkey is going to drive directly in front of your car all night. To help
you remember this, assume that the rallyemaster has put a sign on your dash board that reads, "Watch out
for Winchester The Rallye Club turkey; he is just in front of you in a Sunbeam Alpine". Because we are in
Wonderland, never drive on or past a Shamrock as it is bad luck and will lower your score!
CPS (Checkpoints) – To enter a CP pull behind the stopped car (identified by the usual√ '•' sign) and give
your scoresheet to the first available worker. They may or may not give you an instruction, so make sure
you say "I'm a turkey too!" to get one. There is not a valid CP at the start.
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SIGNS – Use only governmental or rallyemaster erected signs for instructions, but you may use any other
type of signs to answer Q's. You will never have to look behind you to see any sign. Except for an
occasional (humorous?) remark, all information in parentheses is for helping you along the route and there
are no gimmicks on any information contained in parentheses. There are no gimmicks based on spacing or
capitalization. Consider that defined terms do not appear on signs. The words road, drive, way, and their
abbreviations and block, numbers and arrows do not exist on signs. When quotation marks are used in an
RI (or RI part), the entire quoted text must be present on a valid sign to execute that RI (or RI part). Do not
split words. Do not consider the surface of the road or papers given to you by rallye personnel to be signs.
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE – If two or more instructions of different precedence can be executed at the
same time and place do the one of higher precedence first.
1. The Law is the highest in the order of precedence, of course!
2. The Rallyemasters – we are the next best thing to the law.
3. SI (Special Instructions) – There are never any gimmicks on SIs! SIs found on the RI pages come into effect
as indicated by the SI. SIs found elsewhere are in effect when received.
4. GI (General Instructions) – These are the playing rules for the rallye and are in effect when received.
5. TURKEYS - These are instructions that you are given at CPs tonight. They come into effect when received
and are in effect until deleted.
6. NOTES - These are the instructions labeled Note found on your RI pages. Each note comes into effect when
you have completed the RI that immediately precedes it on the page, and is to be complied with whenever
possible and until the NOTE is deleted.
7. RIS (Route Instructions) - RIs are the numbered instructions found the RI pages. RIs come into effect in
ascending numerical order. When an RI contains the word ORI (Optional Route Instruction) it is to be
executed by completing which ever part can be validly executed first, and then canceling the remaining
part(s).
8. Go as straight as possible
9. U
QUESTIONS - Questions are found on your RI pages and are labeled by aQ. Questions are not
instructions, but are scoring devices. Look for the answer to each Question only following the execution of
the RI that most immediately precedes it on that RI page and until you complete the RI that succeeds it.
Neatly print the answer for each Question in the correspondingly numbered space on your scoresheet. If a
Question is otherwise unanswerable, then print "I'm late, I'm late" for that Question. If an answer for a
Question is a number greater than 10 then consider that the only answer to that Question to be "Gobble,
Gobble".
MISCELLANEOUS - The finish is at The Garrett 1777 S Bascom Ave. in Campbell (408) 559-7930. The
finish will open at 10:00 PM and will close at 11:00 PM. If you wish to protest an answer please do so by
writing what you think is the correct answer to the Question and your reason why. Make sure you include
you car number, class, and the Question in dispute.

